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INSPIRATION 
A need for design that connects to the

individual character of a neighborhood.

Promotion of local talent. 

An improved perception of place. 

To strive for customizable design. 

APPLICATION 
Incorporate local art into interior design 
of restaurants. 

Provide unique gathering spaces for the 
local community. 
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COMPOSITION
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A  driving force behind many new interior 

designs is focusing on locally sourced art and 

crafts, which supports and engages the local 

community.

Vancouver based Scott & Scott Architects have 

designed the interiors of Bestie Currywurst, 

a German sausage and beer parlor, with a 

simplistic, communal appeal. The focal wall is 

comprised of an array of 116 holes and wooden 

pegs which will support an ever-changing 

composition of locally produced design ob-

jects and art, coats and umbrellas, additional 

stools and pendant lights. The loose tables and 

benches in the dining space allow for varied 

arrangement (local film screenings, communal 

dinners), while the kitchen is fitted with a tool, 

stein and glassware hanging system that can be 

adjusted and added to over time. IMAGES COURTESY OF SCOTT & SCOTT ARCHITECTS

LOCAL



LOCAL ART
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Restaurant designs are increasingly reflecting 

their communities by featuring local art and 

photography, while providing engaging 

gathering spaces. 

 

The If Dogs Run Free cocktail bar in Vienna, 

by Tzou Lubroth Architekten, features a faceted 

ceiling of upside-down peaks as the first in a 

series of installations by different local artists 

and designers. Periodically changing the ceiling 

installation not only brings new life to the 

Vienna bar culture but achieves an interior that 

is both imaginative and visually bold. The bar is a 

place where a larger conversation about design 

and art can occur, where people have access to 

new ideas in art and design outside the 

traditional context of a gallery or the academy. 

LOCAL
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INSPIRATION 
Provide learning experiences for clientele.  

A desire to connect with the outdoors.

Strive to be responsible, greener, and 

more efficient.

Blur the lines between interior and exterior 
environment.

APPLICATION 
Blend outside and inside with use of interior 
courtyards. 

Design to comply with the principles of 
social, economic, and ecological sustainability.
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OUTDOOR
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The advance of outdoor eco-friendly materials 

has enabled architects to become more creative 

with the use of outdoor areas.

The Immersery, a temporary space for the 2014 

Melbourne Food and Wine Festival, includes a 

cloud-like structure suspended above a 

floating bar, an open-kitchen restaurant and a 

rain garden on the banks of Melbourne’s Yarra 

River. Designed by HASSELL architects, the 

outdoor eatery brings the Festival’s water theme 

alive. Each component represents a portion of 

the water cycle, encouraging visitors to consider 

how we use one of Earth’s most precious 

resources. Water misters, multi-level planting 

and a water-inspired soundscape all contribute 

to the sense of an urban retreat, where visitors 

can become truly immersed in the landscape.
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Restaurant designers are starting to integrate the 

outdoor environment with the interior, creating 

a deep connection to local surroundings.

The eye-catching design for KOOK Restaurant

and Pizzeria in Rome is  the work of Noses 

Architects who’s work showcases the  

relationship between innovation and tradition. 

An abundant use of wood brings warmth and 

originality to this almost industrial-like place. 

The most striking design detail is the central 

glass-encased olive tree, one of the true 

symbols of the local culture and cuisine. This 

green aquarium serves as the heart of the

restaurant, and allows natural daylight to spread 

throughout the premises.
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INSPIRATION 
A need for design that connects to a 

community’s culture, history, and 
local habitat.  

A renewed interest in texture.

Foster innovation and ingenuity..

Strive to be iconic architecture. 

APPLICATION 
Use object-influenced geometrical form. 

Look to a vernacular history, culture, and 
natural phenomenon for design inspiration. 



SURROUNDINGS
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Restaurant designers are looking to the natural 

environment for inspiration in creating unique 

dining experiences. 

The tree-like sculptures growing out of the  

tables in this Canteen for the museum the 

Cidade da Cultura de Galicia are meant to remind 

diners of eating outdoors. Spanish architects 

Estudio Nômada  drew on the culture and 

traditions of Galicia in north-west Spain to evoke 

the gatherings of people during rural summer 

festivities . The legs of the dining tables in the 

canteen area extend upwards to form stylized 

trees, which have an aluminum frame beneath 

the oak exterior and can incorporate additional 

lighting. A long counter that crosses the wall 

connects the café and the snack bar, and it’s 

geometric design and uninhibited color use is 

traditional to local Galician artwork.

IMAGES COURTESY OF ESTUDIO NÔMADA 



MIMICRY
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 SYMBOLIC

Studies have shown that the presence of color 

and forms that are modeled after food actually 

makes people hungrier. 

This Bakery in Porto by Portuguese architect 

Paulo Merlini has a wavy ceiling that’s designed 

to look like a dripping cake topping. In addition 

to the ceiling, the color of the walls was also 

chosen to reinforce the visual reference to baked 

goods. The architect picked the twenty most 

wanted products of the bakery and, based on 

those findings, found a middle tone and applied 

it on the walls. The undulating ceiling also 

fulfills two key functional requirements: 

reducing glare from the overhead lighting and 

improving the acoustics inside the bakery. The 

wooden panels descend from the ceiling to form 

two of the walls, where shapes also represent an 

abstracted version of the bakery’s new logo. 



CULTURE
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 SYMBOLIC

Many interior designers draw inspiration from 

the culture in which a cuisine originates. Fusion 

restaurants therefore display extremely 

innovated blending of different vernaculars.

The interior of the Pakta Restaurant, designed 

by El Equipo Creativo, emerges from the union of 

two cultures and their respective cuisines, 

Peruvian and Japanese, creating a visually 

potent but surprisingly balanced design. The

basic elements of the restaurant are designed 

with a clear reference to the architecture of 

traditional Japanese taverns, while an explosion 

of colors evocative of Peru envelope the space. 

This chromatic “second skin” is a direct refer-

ence to the Peruvian loom, offering a stunning  

combination of colors which contrast with 

the austere Japanese design, adding vitality and 

movement to the interior.

IMAGES COURTESY OF EL EQUIPO CREATIVO 
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INDUSTRIAL

INSPIRATION 
Motivated by the need for raw quality and 

minimalism in design. 
 

A renewed interest in material Texture.

Find the beauty in imperfections.

Renovation and reuse at the forefront of 
residential design.

APPLICATION 
Reuse of industrial interiors and materials. 

Evoke the aesthetic of warehouses and factory 
interior. 

IMAGES COURTESY OF RICHARD LINDVALL



SHIPPING CONTAINERS
Shipping containers as part of the interior are 

becoming more and more popular, providing an 

inexpensive, up-cycled way to build both retail 

and living quarters.

Spanish architect Pedro Scattarella designed this 

Los Soprano pizzeria incorporating shipping 

containers to evoke the warehouses in Gava, 

Barcelona. These three-meter-high containers 

line the walls and integrate shelving displays, 

cupboards and bathrooms, while the interior 

includes merchandise boxes, rustic wood 

flooring and industrial lamps. The design was 

inspired by the harbor warehouses of New York 

City, while the reclaimed wooden crates evoke a 

wharf feel, giving customers an historic 

narrative to contemplate.
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REUSE
Designers are beginning to incorporate natural 

raw materials into rehabilitated spaces.

Restaurant & Bar Nazdrowje, a converted 

car park in Stockholm, Sweden that serves 

Polish cuisine, was inspired by the factories of 

Warsaw. The architect Richard Lindvall 

preserved the natural raw atmosphere of the 

original space by leaving many of the concrete 

surfaces exposed. A large fireplace in copper 

and a unique lighting arrangement were 

custom-made to give warmth to the industrial 

environment. Copper pipes stretch across its 

walls and ceiling, some of which snake across 

walls to function as radiators, while others 

create a lighting framework overhead and 

more can be found as plumbing for sinks.
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THANK YOU 
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CREDITS
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All photos and content used with Permission

Designers featured:

• Dan Brunn Architecture

• Tzou Lubroth Architekten

• Scott & Scott Architects

• HASSELL 

• NOSES Architects

• Paulo Merlini

• Estudio Nômada

• El Equipo Creativo

• Richard Lindvall

• Pedro Scattarella


